Regional Memorandum
No. 737 s. 2022

RESCHEDULING OF THE SPECIAL PROGRAM IN FOREIGN
LANGUAGE (SPFL) CHINESE-MANDARIN ONLINE FOLLOW
THROUGH TRAINING AND MENTORING SESSIONS

To Schools Division Superintendents

1. In reference to DM-OUIC-2022-368, the Department of Education, through the
Bureau of Curriculum Development-Special Curricular Programs Division, in
partnership with the Confucius Institute at the Angeles University Foundation
(CI-AUF) shall conduct the Online Follow Through Training and Mentoring
Sessions for SPFL-Chinese Mandarin Teachers for Batches 10 and 11 on
October 22, 2022 to May 27, 2023 through the CI-AUF Learning
Management System.

2. This activity aims to achieve the following objectives through 2-hour online
follow-through and mentoring session:
   a. sustain the teachers’ Chinese language proficiency;
   b. enhance their foreign language pedagogy; and
   c. equip the teachers with the necessary language knowledge to pass HSK
      3 and qualify for the MAEd CLT program next year.

3. Annex A of DM-OUIC-2022-368 indicates the list of participants in this activity.

4. In recognition of the efforts of the teachers in the implementation of SPFL-
Korean in their schools, they are eligible to avail of service credits
commensurate to the number of hours/days of the training as scheduled,
pursuant to DepEd Order No. 5, s. 2003 titled “Updated Guidelines on Grant
of Vacation Service Credits of Teachers.”

5. For questions and clarifications, you may contact Dr. Riza C. Gusano,
Supervising Education Program Specialist and SPFL Chinese-Mandarin Focal
Person or Dr. Mikael Sandino Andrey, Supervising Education Program
Specialist and SPFL Lead Focal Person through these email addresses at
riza.gusano@deped.gov.ph / mikaelandino.andrey@deped.gov.ph or this
number 8-632 0170.

6. Immediate dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.
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